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FOREWORD
This report summarizes tha work performed under Contract NAS8-5416_
Study of Fundamentals of Pr_'.ssurant Distributor Design_ for the George
C. Marshall Space Fligh_ Cen,_er, NASA_ Huntsville, •Alabama.
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1.0 SUMMARY
,' 79
The resul;s of an ana!ytical and experimental study of pressurant distributor design
fundamentals are presented.
The rcsuits of expulsion tests employing gaseous nitrogen over liquid nitrogen clear-
ly show that a means of limiting the velocity with which condensable prcssurants im-
pinge on the li_uld surfaceis required if massive condensation is to be avolded. It
was found, using a "poor" distributor, that when the gas inlet velocity reached a
critical value For the current location of _he l_quld surface, a sudden drop in ullage
pressure occurred _ndicating a great increase in condensation ratebroL.chf..., about by
disturbance of the liquid surface. No such coilapse of ullage pressure was found in
"' gu_a distributor. The only test completed with the,he six expulsion tests with the "----'"
"poor" distributor required approximately twice as much pressurant as any of the other
tests even though collapse of the ullage pressure was successfully avoided.
An analysis of turbulent Free convection heat transfer based on the equations devel-
oped by Eckertand Jackson (Reference 1) is presented. Curves of Grashof number,
characreristic velocity, and heat transfer coefficient as functions of gas-to-wall tem-
perature difference with length of boundary layer run and with wall temperature as
parameters are presented for gaseous hydrogen, oxygen, hellum_ and nitrogen all at
30 psia. A computer program used to generate some of the free convection data is
included along with a sample case.
An analysls of forced convection is made on the basis of the radlal wall jet. Theo-
retical and experimental investlgations of the radial wall jet have shown that the
maximum veloclty in the iet decreases rapidly with distance while the entrainment
of secondary fluid increases quire ra,oidly. The rapid decay of maximum velocity is
indicative of a rapid decay in heat transfer coefficient which is a desirable charac-
teristic in a pressurant dlstr;butor. The high rate of se:ondary fluid entrainment is
1
a_soa d_s_rab[echaracteristic becauseit tendsto reducethe bulk temperatureof the
iet thereby reducingthe gas-to-wall temperaturedifference wi_ich is t!_e.driving Fo-
tentlai of the conv_:ctlve.heattransfer and consequentiy the magnitude of that heat
transfer.
Riglmesh screen was found to have a much higher strength-to-welght ratio than any
m
other material testea. Since ir presents no straight through flow paths, er,ectlve
turning of _' . " ',he flow isassure_ The porosity oF the screen can be varieaoverawide
range with little change in strength or weight.
Multiple radial distributors are shown to be lighter than a single distributor when to-
tal active surface area and internal _ressure are the same. The weight of additional
plumbing required for multiple inlets is not considered.
•...: _- _: ...............................................
2.0 iNTRODUCTION
Since the welghr of :heo__.__ressurization system can be a significant portion of the
weight of _',he vehicle, i: is necessary to optimize the system so that a minimum pay-
load penalt 7 will be _m, osea The op_,imi:'ation must consider both the weight of the
pressurant re£u;red and the we___nt of system haraware.
To m;n;m;ze th_ weight of pressurant required, it is necessary to provide for a high
average finai gas temperature and to minimize condensation. The role of the pres-
surant a_str_butor is to introduce the pressurant into the tank it, a manner which will
_. ..................
these, obiect;ves.pron',,ote '
0 $Apressurantdistributor capable , eliminc.ting forced convection effects at the tank
walt and liquid surface probably wou!_oose a considerable net payload penalty on
the vehicie. It is, therefore, necessary to optimize the weight of the total pressuri-
zation system.
The test program, in which liquid nitrogen was pressurized and discharged from a
500 gallon test tank, demonstrated the necessity for having at least a minimum dis-
tributor when a condensable pressurant is employed. In these tests, it was found that
almost total collapse of the pressurant occurred when the "poor" distributor was used
°
and little collapse was found when the "good" distributor was used.
B •.... -'--:
3.0 ANALYSES
.._.
3.1 FREE CONVECTION
The present study is largely concerned with heat traqsfer from the pressurizing gas to
the tank wall and to the liquid ina liquid propellant tank. Since this transfer, as-
sumTng a good distributor, will be primarily due to free convection, it is necessary
to determine the free convection heat transfer characteristics for a range of represent-
ative conditions. To this end, curves of Grashof number, characteristic velocity,
and heat transfer coefficient were generated for various boundary layer runs, wall
temperatures, and gas-to-wall temperature diffe,'ences for gaseous hydrogen, he lTum,
oxygen, and nitrogen all at 30 psia. These curves are Figures 1 through 12. The .
computations are based on vertical flat plate theory, i he equations for turbulent
flow were used sTnce almost all of the computed Grashof numbers exceed 109 which
is the usually accepted value for transition from laminar to turbulent flow.
F
The characteristic velocity is the free stream velocity of a forced convection flow
which would gi,,e the same velocity profile near the wati as does the free convection
flow. It seems probable that little would be gained by enlarging thepressurantdls-
trlbutor beyond the point at which its exit velocity is of the order of the free convec-
tioncharacterlstlcvelocity. When the exit velocity is less than the free convection
induced velocity, fr,_e cor.vectTon effects will determine the heat transfer coefficient
at the wall. Thus, the characteristic velocity is indicative of the minimum practical
distributor discharge veloci'ty.
The calculated free convection curves presented herein can be expected to predict
only approximately the cunditlons in an empty_ng tank. The theory was developed
for a steady-state vertical flat plate at constant temperature and with a sharp lead-
ing edge; whereas, he test tank !s an enclosed volume with conditions varying over
time and position. However, they are useful for establishing trends and probable
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ranges of conditions to be encountered.
surprls_ngty well with predicted values.
Past experlence has shown results to agree
A Recomp 1tl computer program was used to facilitate the computation of the free
convection data for oxygen and nitrogen. The program, with a sample case, _s de--
scribed in Appendix 1. It is _ncluded as an oTd to the computation of data for cond|-
tions not incZuded in this report.
3.2 FORCED CONVECTION
Forced convection in the uiiage regTon of a m_ssile propellant tank _s too complex
to permit a general solution. The principal impediments to ihe analytical solution
of the mixed forced and free convecti'onlnthlscasear_se from the time and space
dependence of boundary temperatures, the tirne dependence of the physical bound-
aries of the convective region, and on the existence of a compound boundary condi-
tion in whlch a flow may be bounded on two sides by temperatures which differ from
each oth_r and from that of the bulk flow. This tattercompl_cation ;sapparent in
the case of a wall jet in which the hot flow of gas is bounded on one s_de by a cold
wall and on the other s_de by the cool bulk ullage gas.
A radial wall jet on a flat plate in quiescent surroundlr.gs is representative of a radi-
ally dlscharging pressurant distributor which is mounted coax;ally w_th the propellant
tank on the upper bulkhead of the tank. The flow propert_es of such a wall jet have
been stud_ed both analytically and experimentally by several _nvesfigators (,see for
example, Reference 2). The results of these studles are important even though they
do not directly provide heat transfer data.
w
Ludwig and Brady (Reference 2) studied the phenomena associated with the ;npinge-.
ment of a uniform jet on a flat plate. After turnlng, the flow _n th¿s case behaves
as would o wall jet. In the region where the flow is behaving as o wall jet, these
7
*_lr
authors found the non-d;menslonal maximum ve.loc_7 _n the iet to be proFxort_onal to
the non-dlmens_ona[ radius raised to the -1. 143power. S_milarly, they found the
nan-dirnens_onat distance from the p_ate to the po_nt at which the veloclty is one-
half maximum velocity to be proportional to the I .028 Fx_wer of the non-dlmenslonal
ra d i:us.
The veiocity and dish_nces are non-dimensionalized by dividing by the uniform ve-
loci ry of the initial iet and by the radius of that iet, respectively. These correla-
tions are shown in Figure 26 of ,Reference 2.
In a true wall jett the exit surface or slot is the origin of the flow and no radius ad-
iustment is required in the equation for maximum velocity. That equation is:
u -1.143
U_ _/
where u
,,'n
U
•= local maximum vel_clty at r_
= initial velocity at R,
= radius from nozzle ce.nterlinet and
= radius of nozzle.
r-R
This equation can be put into a more convenient form by defining r* = ------R
;n which case
u
m r¢¢)
I = ( 1 +
U=
-1.143
Figure 13 shows the very rapid decay in maximum velocity as a function of distance
from the nozzle surface.
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FIGURE 13 MAXIMUM VELOCITY IN RADIAL WALL JET
I9
• Y1/2 increases as the I 028 power of r/R afterAs seen in Figure 26 of Reference 2, _
wall jet flow _s established. Since boundary layer growth by entrainment of second-
ary fluid begins at the origin, Y 1/2
Y becomes:
1/2
= Hatr-R. The corresponding equation for
whereH - nozzle height, and
other terms previously defined.
1.028
p JLudwig and Brady also correlated mass flow as a function of .adJa! position in the jet.
They found the following equation to hold true:
©'r = 2.22 77pr Um Y1/2
whereQr = radial mass flow rate at r,
p = jet density, and
=-
r, Um, Y1/_as/_. previously defined
Substituting the equations for Um and Y1/2 into this equation yields:
-Qr = 2.22_p U= Hr
0.015
Non-dimenslonalizing this equation by the mass flow at the origin gives:
0. 985
2O
r-R
again, using _* =
' R
Q
r _ 985
- (1 - _.}0.
r
For thls flow, the entrainment of secondary mass is shown in Figure 14. Note that a
mass approximately equai to th_ initial mass is entrained for each nozzle radius of
flow path outside the nozzle.
The very rapid decay in maximum velocity with distance from the nozzle implies a
m
relatively small range of strong forced convection effects even at rather high nozzle
exit velocities. This conclusion is fu:ther justified by the fact that pressurant gas
requirements computed on the bas_s of free convection onlytln general, agree quite
well with corresponding test results.
The hlgh rate of secondary fluid entrainment also tends toward the establishment of
free convection conditions from the initial forced convection conditions by reducing
the difference betwee, n the bulk temperature of the jet and that of the surrounding
gas. Thus, the initial temperature of the iet is reduced by mixing to a value more
nearly th._t of The bulk uliage gas, thereby permitting the use of wall temperature
and bulk gas temperature on the calculation of free convection heat transfer.
For a given discharge area, the mlnJmum velocity is attained when a uniform velocity
profile is achieved. S_nce forced convection heat transfer coefficients increase with
velocity, it is deslrable to obtaln reduced velocities by smoothing the velocity pro-
file across the diffuser exit. This smoothing of the velocity profile is accomplished
by increasing the pressure drop in the radial direction relative to that in the axial
direction. A porous surface_ such as a screen, placed over the discharge of the dis-
tributor _s the oest way of increasing radial pressure gradient substantially independ-
ently of the: axial pressure gradient. Several _rous materials were investigated to
2t
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determine thelr suitabil_ties _n thls application.
Pressure drops across several active surface materials of the flow rate of air at 70°F
into an atmospherlc plenum are shown in Figure 15. The data for Rig_mesh and Po-
rous Stainless Steel were obtalned from References 3 and 4, respectlvely. The data
for the 40 mesh perforated screen and for the 60X60X .011 woven screen were com-
puted from pressure drop correlations presented in References 5 and 6, respecti'vely.
The two curves for Rig;mesh illustrate the wide range of porosity which can be a-..
chieved for substantially the same welght of material or wlth substantially the same
strength. For small diameter distributors where the welght of the d_stributor ;s deter-
mined by considerations other th,_n pressure induced stress, a more uniform velocity
profile can be obtained by using _ h;gher pressure drop at no increase in dlstributor
weight. For large diameter dis.tributors where pressure induced stresses are signifl-
cant, it is evident that the weight of the dlstributor can be reduced perhaps substan-
tially by the selection of a higher porosTty material. It is real|zed, of course, that
the flow orienting ability of a material is related to its porosity. This is discussed
elsewhere in this report.
For a given required active surface area and allowable length L, the weight of the
active surface is:
W = _' DLp t
S S S
where Ps
t
S
= weight of active surface material per un|t area, and
= thickness.
The end closure of the distributor will have a weight:
W -- K_D 2
e Pete
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wherethe constantK dependsuponthe particular configuration employed.
Using N identical distributors of the required total active surface areas the act|ve
surface weight is:
W =W = N rrD L pt = rrDLp t .
sn s n n s sn s s
• ..=--
But, NrrD L = rrDLandt--- D.
r'l n
°•
OF course, the proportionality between t and D holds only when t is determined by
internal pressure.
.
W t D
sn sn n
S S
The weight of the end closure is:
2
W - KNrrD pt
en n "e en
2
W ND t
en n en
4--'
.w,.q...mmmmmm, _ __ m ,_
W D_¢ t
e
again, t _, D so:
3
W ND
en n
'W 0 3
e
Consider a Fixed L,/D ratio:
25
_DL= N_D L
n n
¢_-
_.2Llo=N D 2 LN o 2
n "D-- = N n L,/D
D2=ND 2
n
Then,
W
en _
m i
W •
e
w °(,),,2sn _ n _D N"
$
3
N D 13/2n (1o3 =N -_-
Consider total weight:
W =W +W
tn sn en
W t -W +WS e
So
W = NI/2 W = (NI/2) WS Wsnt • en
.-
W,nW'W W.W.. sn en _ . sn enw--;-w,w --.,/_cw,o.o_°s e +W
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Consider o fixed length L=
• ._
JL_ - •0
. /.
t_DL= N_ D L
n n
m , .
D
n _ 1
---D= ND ,
n D N
Therefore,
_B
W
sn ] =-
W N
s
en _ =
W W +W W +W
tn sn en sn en
- = N2 ' .Wt NW + N 2 W NW + W
sn en sn en
W
t.__._ndecreases as N is increased. However, an increase in ex-
In both examples Wt
ternal plumbing required to supply multiple distributors will somewhat offset the ap-
parent saving.
The foregoing analysis has si_own that multiple distributors are advantageous from the
viewpoint of distributor weight. The effect of multiple distributors on forced convec-
tion is now considered, For purposes of this analysis, it is assumed that the local
heat transfer coefficient is directly proportional to the local maximum velocity. To-
tal forced convective heat transfer, then, is proportional to the integral of h dA
over the area of influence. For simplification thls area is taken fro=mthe buffet to
an arbitrary minimum velocity when a common outlet velocity i$ assumed,
..... 27
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The maximum local velocity is given by:
- (U = U_m
i
The: differential area is given by:
dA= 2rrr or .
To obtain a given decrease in maximum local velocity, it is necessary only to spec-
ify the radius ratio R'r = c_. _i
The _ntegral of u dA is evalucted between the ]imlts of R and r where r ; or R.
- m
dA= 2_.U® J'e'RIr_-IR
.143
rdr
0.857 I R2............ =_ e_ - 10.857
n
For constant L/D, --_ -- and N dlfferentlal areas are required. These substi-
tutions reduce the above integral to itself thereby showing that no heat transfer ad-
vantage is to be gained by multiple distributors of constant L/D ratio,
R
n 1
For constant length L, R N and N differential areas are required.
tufions reduce the integral to the fallowing:
These substi-
umdA ='N" 0.857 -1
k
Therefore, it is concluded that N distributors of the same length L as a sT,ngle distrlbutor.
c
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will have _. times the total heat transfer of the single distributor.
3.3 TEST TANK
Figure !6 shows the effect of _ilm coefflclent on pressurant requirements in the 500-
gallon test tank. Pressurizing gas changes by a factor of four for a change in film
coefficient from 30 Btu/hr-ft2-R to zero. This is a much iar_r_r__erpercentage change
than in o flight tank (Figure 17).
The difference is due primarily to two factors, radius and structural safety factor.
For a glven pressure, tank wall thickness is proportional to radius but tank volume
is proportional to rod;us squared, so the ratio of gas weight to wall weight increases
in direct proportion to radius. Thus, wall heat capacity has an inherently smaller
gas coollng potential in a large tank than in a small tank. Furthermore, the 500-
gallon tank was designed for operation at 100 psla wlth the [ncrec, sed structural mar-
gins normat! 7 associated with test tanks as compared to flight tanks. Thus, the test
tank again has a relatively large gas cooling capacity.
in actuality, the effect of film coefficient on pressurc_nt requirements is likely to be
somcwhatmore pronounced than is indicated by Figure 16. The difference will be
due to the assumption of no interface heat or mass transfer and to the higher actual
mass of the dome areaQfth_ tank. Theaddii'ional mass of material associated with
the flange and lid of the manhole substantially increases the wall heat capacity in
the dame rcglon thereby increasing the _ar_scooling rate in that region, Thls effect
was not included in the development of Figurt, 16.
The effect of inlet gas temperature on pressurant rcqulrement, shown ;n Figure 18, i$
presented only to show the relatively small variation that can be expected and_ there=
fore, the accuracy with which this quantity must be measured durlr_g the test opera.,.
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3.4 FLIGHTTANK ,ll
To obtain an indication of the possible weight savings to be reallzed by proper distrl-
butlon of the pressurant gas at the inlet, calculations were made for a flight size
tank. Using the Lockheed-Georgla Company Tank Pressurizat;on and Aerodynamic
Heatlng Program for the IBM 7090 computer (Reference 7), the requlred inlet gas
flow history was determined for a representative large hydrogen tank. On the basls
of free convection data for slmilar condltlons, it seemed reasonable to size the dls-
tributor for a velocity of 10 ft/sec based on gross active surface area. For the max-
imum inlet flow rate of 6.21 ib/sec, this gave an area of 32.25 ft 2.
The. potential gain due to reduced wall heat transfer coefficients can be seen from
Figure 17, which is the pressurizing gas requirements computed in the IBM runs for
the conditions indicated on the figure, if both the sidewall coefficient and the dome
coefficient are reduced from 30 Btu/hr - ft2-R to zero, the savlng in pressurlzlng
gas weight is 230 ibs. However, if the distributor is assumed to affect only the dome
coefficient, the saving would be 50 Ibs for complete elimination of dome heat trans-
=- ft 2far or 10 lbs if h is reduced, from 30 to 10 Btu/hr - -R.
The effect of heat and mass transfer across the llquid-vapor interface was not in-
cluded in the computer runs because sufficient data relative to these processes were
nat available at the time. However, it seems reasonable to assume that these effects
would tend to increase the potential saving due to proper propellant distrlbution in
which heat and mass transfer coefflclents are reduced at the interface as well as a-
lang the tank boundaries. Thls assumption is verified by the results of the 500-gai"-
Ion tank tests with nitrogen in whlch severe condensc_tlon of the. pressurant o¢¢urre¢l
as the result of poor inlet gas dlstrlbutlon.
:3.5 SCALi NG ANALYSIS
Of necess|ty, all o1 the data collected in the course of thls program are from tanks
33
of muchsmallersize.than the onesto which the informc_tlonor resultsare to be ap-
plied. It is for the purposeof determiningthe applicability o_ data collected in thls
program to flight systems that the Following analysis was performed. Specifically,
the intent of the analysis is the determ!natlon of those variables, or groups of vari-
ables, which have a significant influence on the total pressurant gas requirements
D
and of the degree to which they influence these requirements.
The pressurizing gas requirements of any system are determined by b_lanclng the rate
of change of energy in the gas space with the rate of change of energy in the wall.
"i he ,'ate of change of energy in the gas space is equal to the rate at which energy
enters the system minus the rate at which energy leaves the system. That |s_
RATE OF CHANGE OF
ENERGY IN GAS SPACE
m
RATE OF ENERGY
ENTERI NG WALL
RATE OF ENERGY TRANSFER FROM
GAS TO LIQUID BY CONDENSATION
RATE OF ENERGY ENTERING
IN INLET GAS
RATE OF HEAT TRANSFER
FROM GAS TO LIQUID
RATE OF WORK
DONE BY GAS
The rate of energy entering the wall is equal to the net rate of energy transfer to the
wall from the pressurizing gas and from external heating. That is_
RATE OF ENERGY
ENTERING WALL
+ RATE OF AERODYNAMIC +
HEAT TRANSFER TO WALL
RATE OF HEAT TRANSFER
FROM GAS TO WALL
NET RADIANT ENERGY
FLUX TO WALL
For the presente it is assumed that the heat and mass transfer between the gas and
the llquld is negligible compared _o other effects and_ therefaree they are dropped
from the analysis. If it should later be shown that they are generally important and
if the magnitudes of the coefficients governing the interchange can be cletermlned_
34
these terms can readily be included.
in this development.
Hcatlng of the wall from the outside is omitted
The approach for determining the dimensional groups is that described in References
8 and 9. The dimensionless groups are determined by dividing the governing differ-
ential equation by one term of the equation as follows:
Vt dP
dT _ dWg hA (Tg- Tw) + -_- _-_WgCp _ - Cp(Ti-Tg) d-'-_ -
Refer to the end of this section for definitions of terms.
Setting dT = Tg
d'/" = 7"
dWg= Wg
dP = Ap
and rearranging terms gives:
WgCpTg = WgCp(Ti-Tg)
T
Vt _P
-hA(Tg-Tw) + _j _.r
Dividing through by WgCpTg
T
and setting Wg = Wu + Wsg gives:
Ti- Tg
Tg
Tg-Tw hAT
. Tg Cp + Vt _P
Wu + Wsg JWg Cp Tg _
Assuming that the gas behoves as a perfect gas and that the pressure ch.angeca_ be
' K
expressed as a power function of time0 P = C K 7 , the last term of the above equa-
tion con be reduced as follows:
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K K
Vt Z_P _ R &P C K "r R C K "r 1
WgTg CpJ CpPgJ- Pg JCp pg (1 ._)
Tg-Tw hA ?'
Tg Cp becomes more meaningful when Wu is replaced by pu VIThe _,erm Wu + Wsg
and the entire term is multiplied by puVt
piVt •
Tg-Tw hAt Tg-Tw hAT
'T'g C--_" = Tg p i Vt Cp
Wu+Wsg puVi + Wsg
pi Vt pi Vt
When these substitutions are made the reduced differential equation becumes:
. .. piVt Cp + _ (1- 1
1 = Ti .1 pu " '+ Wsg Pg "_ )
pi Vt pi Vt
..... : : . : .: : .....
The energy rate c,_uation for the wail,
dTw
tmpmCpm --- _ h(Tg-Tw),dr
is readily reduced tO:
tm pm Cpm Tw1=
h 7" Tg - Tw i
by the technique applied to the energy rate equation for the gas.
Combining the two reduced energy rate equations and transposing the unknown groups
to the left side yields:
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or
= f
Wsg
pi Vt = gl
F hA'r puVi tm pmCpm CK "rK
1
' Pg (1-
K
r hA -i- puVi tmpmCpm C K 1" 1 _7LpiVtCp' pi'vt' h'r _-, - pg -(1- ,j
Wsg
K
Wg f hAl" puVi tmpmCpm C K 7" 1 _7
piv---_ = g2L _' p_vt, hr , _-pg, (1- T
T"g" = g3 pi_'t ' pi Vt / h r ' pg (1-
The term is the ratio of the weight of the pressurizing gas actually supplied
" piVt
to the weight of gas required to fill the tank assuming no initial ullage and no heat
Wg , Ti is the ratio of the actual welghtufgas in
or mass transfer. The term piVt Tg
the tank assuming the same conditions stated above.
The solution ef the second of the above equations was obtclned with the equatlon re-
wrltten as:
a b c CK ,_.-K _d
T L = W____g __ Cl IphAl" )(tmpmCpm)(PU%u) ( y-ITg pi Vt i D Cp h "r pa Pg "y J
The coefficients were determin_.d for the case of hydrogen using the Lockheed-Geor-
gia Company Tank Pressurization Program. The data available when the coefficient
and e×ponents were obtained were for constant pressure runs and thus were insuffl-
c_ent to permit the deiermlnation of the exponent "d". The data used to determine
the coefficient "Cl"and th_ other exponents are shown in Table I and are plotted in
Figure 19. The slope of each curve is the ex.oonent for that term. The coefric|ent
TI
"C1 "is found by dividing the temperature rc_tio _ by the product of all of the groups
ralscd to the appropriate power. The resulting expression is:
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TABLE I CORRELATION DATA
llJ i
Run
, Ti
i i n ,, ,t
i
tm p m Cpm hT
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i i
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., . ,,, , ,m
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,. , ,.
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8
i •
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, , ,, |
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..
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i , t ii
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, , .. , ,
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W___g=
piVt ( I >-°°gsh'r -0.113 tmpmCpm -0.0675 pu %U1.135 oi JS"c hr
Assuming for the moment that incases where the liquid Is not expelled at constant
pressure that the effect of the work term on the gas requirements is small or that at
worst it is a constant additive, the possTble reduction in the gas requirements of a
flight system that could be obtained by using an effective pressurant distributor can
be determined from this equation if the effect of distributor design on heat transfer
coefficient is known. By substituting information from flight systems into the above
expression, the test conditions for studying each flight system can be determined.
Ai___mputer program has been written to facilitate the use of the above expression
in the computation and extrapolation of pressurant requirement data. The computer
program is discussed in Appendlx 11.
i
3.6 DESCRIPTION OF SYMBOLS
Symbol
Wg
A, p iV---'_.
Description Units
Ratio of actual quantity of gas
to that required if no heat or mass
transfer occurred
h 1"
Ct ct pi DCp Dimensionless parameter
Cpt cp
Constant pressure specific heat
of gas
Btu/Ib -°F
Cpm, cpm Specific heat of tank w_ll Btu/Ib OF
D,d
f
tm_om Cpm
E, e, " hT"
D_ameter of tank Ft
D_mens[onlcss parameter m am am Im_/_)
4O
n
--- ,ii i / i
Symbo i
(Continued)
Desc,iptlon
D.imensionless parameter
D
Units
Imax, imax
Pi, pi
Pu, pu
Rhom, pm
pi
Heat transfer coefficient in
ullage region
Number of data sets input
Pressure of inlet gas
Initial ullage pressure
Gas constant
Specific weight of tank wall
Specific weight of incomlng gas
Btu/hr-ft2- ° F
Ib/ft 2
ib/ft 2
Ib/ft 3
Ib/ft 3
pU
Specific weight of initial ullage
gas
ib/ft 3
Tu, tu
Temperature of' incoming gas
Thi__cknessof tank wall
Initial ullage gas temperature
oF
ft
oF
Time, time, 1"
U, u, %U
Vt
Emptying time of tank
Ratio of initial ullage volume
to totc_i tank volume
Total tank volume
hr
__
mmm|ml
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4.0 EXPERIMENTS
4,1 SMOKE TEST CHAMBER
The smgke test chamber shown _n Figure 20 was used to obtain qualitative data on
the d_scl_arge characteristics of real distributors. Visual and photograF'hic observa-
tion of seve:'ai configurations were made under flow conditions in the chamber.
The test chamber is a 42-inch diameter carbon steel cylinder with an elllpso_dal dome
-on one end and a removable perforated aluminum plate at the other end. The over-
all length of the chamber is 4.5 feet. A 1.5-inch diameter pressurizing gas llne en-
ters the dome end of the chamber from the side in the same manner as it enters the
500-gallon cryogenic test tank. Thus, the smoke chamber _s essentially identical in
size and shape to the upper half of th_ 500-gallon tank.
A dense, white, non-toxlc smoke suitable for bath visual and photographic observa-
tion was produced by passing air over olibanum gum which was heated in the gas
generator. A nominal 100 psi, 1-inch diameter line from the shop air system sup-
plied the test apparatus. It should be nienfioned that the smoke, under certain con-
ditions, is explosive.
Four windows are provided for observation: the: three shown in Figure 20 and another
which was added in the center of the removable end plate. Each of the windows has
an 8-1nch diameter viewing area. The three slde windows were used primarily for
visual _.bservation while the end window was used primarily for photography. Use of
the side windows for photography is limited by their proximity to the area of interest
which severely reduces the depth of field.
4.2 SELECTION O'= GOOD DISTRIBUTOR
The good distributor used in the cryoganlc testing was selected on the bas_s of
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discharge patterns observed in the smoke test chamber. This distrlbutor_ shown on
the right in Figure 21_ has a nearly uniform discharge velocity with no noticeable
non-normal components. The d_scharge pattern of the distributor is shown in end
view in Figure 22 No side vlew photographs were attempted; but the flow was v|s-
ually observed and noted to be uniform in profile.
The distributor is 10.0 inches in diameter by 2.5 inches deep as shown in Figure 23.
It consists of a 2-1nch deep plenum into which the incoming gas is initlaily dumped
and a 0.5-inch deep normalizing chamber from whlch the gas is injected into the
test tank. The plate which separates the two chambers (the inner baffle) and the
bottom plate (the outer baffle) are both drilled with number 40 holes (0.098 dia.)
on a square pattern of 0.5-inch centers but with the pattern in one baffle offset
0.25-1nch in each direction from that of the other baffle. The materlal throughout
is 0.040-inch thick aluminum and the fabrication is by welding.
The heat c:_acity of this, distributor is approxi'natety 0.375 Btu/°R. Assuming that
3 lbs of hydrogen gas rc_is_s the: l cmp,erotur_ of the diJtributor by 500°R_ the ov_roge
temperaturc dro_ of the gas will be 14°R or approxlmately 3 percent of the available.
The effect of this small tcmpcratur_ change on the quantity of pressurant c_as requlred
can be accounted for in the overall evotuatlon.
4.3 SELECTION OF POOR DISTRIBUTOR
The "poor" distributor to which the per,tormance of .'he "good" disl'rlbutor is compar-
ed was the best distributor which welghs n_ more than anopcn tube. An additional
rcquirement was established to facilitate the analysis of the test data: the tube term-
inated in a sonic orifice. Consistent wlth these requirements a sonic orifice was
placed in the end of the existing ptessurant line In the test tank, The orifice extend-
ed opproxltnatety 6 inches into the tank at a palnt 4.5 inches below the tar_k top.
It was directed radlally towQrd the opposlte wall.
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4.4 FLUID DYNAMICS SYSTEM
The fluid dynamlcs system used in the test program |s shown schematically in Figure
24.
The 500-gallon cryogenic test tank is shown in Figure 25. The inner vessel of the
tank is 40[nchesindlameterX 98 inches in length with eli_psoldal dames, The wall
is 0.090-1nch thick stainless steel.
The annular volume between the inner and outer shells of the tank is perllte filled in
order to malnta_n a uniform and reasonably tow heat leak into the tank. Localized
heat leaks into the ullage region of the tank have been reduced to an estimated 80
Btu/hr for a 500°R temperature difference.
4.5 LIQUID TRANSFER SYSTEM
"lne liquid transfer system was composed of the line connecting the storage tank and
the test tank and the valves which control the flow in that llne.
Moving from the storage tank forward to the test tank, the following valves appear
in the order listed:
_(1)
(2)
(3)
A manually operated 2-1nch gate valve which was used to i_late the
storage tank and is normally closed.
A 0.25-inch r_li_f wive used to vent the I_ne between the 2-inch
gate and positioning valves when both are clo,_d.
An electrically operated 2-1nch positbning valve used to meter the
liquid flow dur;ng clischarge and was normally open to prevent a pres-
sure build-up due to the entrapment of evaporating I_qu_¢! between _t
and the gate valve.
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eter. lhat part at the line trom the storage tank thrOugh the blast Wallt which sep o
arates the test area from t_e storage tank, is rigid; the remainder of the llne is flex-
ible. The line within the test tank annulus is effect_y insulated by the annulus
vacuum.
The isolation valve is opened only when liquid transfer is imminent. At all other
times the valve ;_ closed to prevent inadvertant transfer of liquid from the storage
tank to the test area, in addition, it minimizes the amount of liquid outside the
storage tank under non-testlng conditions and thereby reduces the propellant loss
due to boiloff.
The pressurant gas system iscomposed of the gas manifolds, transfer line, valvlng,
and the test tank venting components as shown in F_gure 24. The electrically oper-
ated valve between the manifolds and the pressure regulator is used to imm.=.dTately
isolate the manlfoids at the end of a test run. Th_s eliminates the loss of gas which
4
otherwise would blow _.hrough the tanks unnecessarily. Also, it retains the residual
gas so that it may be mt:asured and thus provide _ check on the amount of gas used.
The manuaily set regulator is used to reduce the inlet pressure to the controlling reg-
ulator so that smoother action of that regulator is obtained.
The tank vent system contains three parallel elements as required to insure safe oper-
ation under all reasonable conditions. These include a rupture disc as an ultimate
fail-safe device, an electrically operated on-off valve to provide fast operating low
pressure-drop venting, and a pneumatlcaily operated, variable position valve to
provide fine control of tank pressure through venting.
4.6 PROPELLANT $TOEAGE AND SUPPLY
Liquid nitrogen .required for use in the test tank was supplied from and returned to
t
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the 6000-gallon storage tank.
Gases were supplied from standard cyilnders thlough 6 bottle manifolds as requlred_
The gas manifolds are in the form of saw horses to facilitate the mounting and remov-
al of bottles and to ellminate the necessity for tying bottles in place to prevent tip-
ping. Gas cylinders when not in use are stored in racks along the concrete wall near
the place of use.
4.7 INSTRUMENTATION
The layout of sensors wlthln the tank is shown in Figure 26, and the reasons for the
particular selection and location of the sensors are discussed in this section.
Liquid level was sensed by O. 1 watt, 100 ohm carbon composition resistors used in
the manner of hot wire anemometers. The technique is to pass a fixed current through
the resistor and to detect the difference in ability of the Iiquld and the gas to remove
J
the generated heat from the resistor.
This techr, ique has been used quite satisfactorily in the past except for some occa-
sions when a high level of liquid agitation resulted in a rather wide band of uncer-
tainty. This condition dld not arise in the present program.
The liquid level sensors are identified by the prefix "LL" in Figure 26. The suffix
"A" indicates sensors used for recorcilng; all other sensors are visually monitored.
These sensors are positioned as required to aid the establishment of the initial liquid
level and then to yield o record of the liquid level history through the period of a
Tank wall and pressurant gas temperatures are measured with copper-constantan therm-
o¢ouples located as shown in Figure 26 by symbols prefixed by a "T" or "W".
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The thermocouples along the tank centerllne are used in the determination of the
quantity of gos within the test tank at any tlme. This was a_',comptished by integra-
tion of the axial gas density profile within the tank (wlth due consideration for tank
geometry and radial temperature profiles). Close spacing of the thermocouples near
the .inirlal liquid surface is requlred to obtain proper consideration of the more dense
gas at that location.
The outboard gas temperature probe and the wall therrnocouples were used to indlcate
the effects of wall scrubblng. In addition to that primary function of the outboard
probe, it provides evidence of gross radlal temperature profiles.
All thermocouple data were recorded continuously on oscillographs. The observed
gas temperature varlatlon wlth time provides a qualltatlve feel for the gas turbulence
within the tank. The thermocouples were referenced to the propellant temperature
so that negatlve galvanometer deflectlcns were avolded.
Tank pressure was contlnuously recorded on the oscillogralbh to provide a permanent
record of its history ar:d was vlsuaily monltored oo_ a beurdon gage for te_t control.
The quantity and rate of pressurant used in each test was determlned by application
....Of thee_ci_atlon of state corrected for gas compressibility. Gas bottle pressure was
sensed by a probe extending from the interlor of the bottle to a strain gage transducer°
The transducer output was recorded continuously on an oscillograph. Temperature
was also measured inslde the gas cyllnder whlcht except for the addition of a temper-.
ature probe down its centert was i¢lentlcal to the other cyllnders supplying the manl-
fold. Since this cylinder was representative of the others on the manlfold in that it
has the same mass_ area, and initial temperaturet it is expected that the gas tem-
perature and pressure hlstory wlthln it represent those of the other cylinders.
Pressure in the annulus of the test tank was monitored by thermocouple-type vacuum
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transducers. This _s a test control measurement used only to indicate that the intend-
ed range of annulus pressure is malntalned.
4.8 CALIBRATION
Each thermocoupJe-gaJvanometer unit was individually calibrated at three points by
the use of baths at known temperatures. A typical calibration curve is shown in Fig-
ure 27.
In order to include the effects of temperature dependent lead resistance and of in-
homogenieHcs of the wire in the calibration, that part of the wire which is normal-
ly submerged in the liquid during testing was submerged in the liquid during the cal-
ibration. This procedure has been found to be desirable in the calibration of any low
temperature thermocouple and even more desirable when the thermocouple output is
monitored by a current drawing instrument.
Liquid nitrogen boiling at atmospheric pressure, which corresponds to a saturation tem-
perature of 138.6°R was used as the reference bath. The other reference liquids were
a C02-trichloroethylene mixture (359.5°R) and an ice-water mixture (492.6°R).
The temperatures of the latter two baths were obtained by o calibrated iiquld-ln-
glass thermometer; the temperature of the liquid nitrogen bath was obtained from the
vapor pressure curve and the known atmospheric pressure.
With the reference iuncHons submerged in the liquid nitrogen baths, the measuring
junctions and the appropriate length of lead wire was submerged in each bath and an
oscillograph record was taken after the thermocouples reached equilibrium tempera-
ture as evidenced by stability of the traces. The measuring junctions and lead w_res
were then removed from the bath and allowed to reach ambient temperature before
being sub,,_erged in the next both. Temperature plotted versus d_fferences in trace
deflecHon constitutes the calibration curves. Test data was reduced directly by the
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P
use of these curves with a correction added to account for differences in the refer-
ence junction temperature. No other correction was required since thermocouptes
are not subiect to Gal|bratlon shifts clue to ag|ng.
All other instrumentation was calibrated in accordance with the standing callbratlon
procedures of the Instrumentation Research Laboratory Department.
4.9 TEST RESULTS
Test conditions for each of the seven cryogenic tests are given in Table 2. The first
six tests employed the "good" distributor. Test number seven employed the "poor':
distributor. Tables 3 through 5 contain the test data.
The poor distributor is a terminal orifice located 4.5 inches below the top of the tank
and approx!mately 8 inches from the tank sidewall, it is aimed_ horizontally and
along a tank dlameter_ at the opposite wail. The good distributor is the 10-1nch
diameter plenum-and-baffle design shown in Figure 23. It was located along the
tank centerllne with the discharge directed axially toward the liquid surface from a
plane approximately 6 inches below the top of the tank.
The extreme sensitivity of ullage pressure to pressurant inlet velocity became quite
evident in the "poor distributor" configuration. Gross turbulence existed in the ul-
lage region, and perhaps also in the upper region of l[quld_ as a result of hish inlet
gas velocities. During the initial pressurization and early part of the discharge rune
the sensitivity was more pronounced as was expected due to the proximity of the in-
let to the liquid surface. Low subsonic velocities were required during this phase
of the test run to prevent excessive pressure coilapse. Increasing the inlet velocity
----above some limit which appears to depend primarily upon liquid level and ullage
pressure_ resuitsln massive condensation evidenced by a sudden drop in ullage pres-
sure. The lower limit to which the pressure falls probably is a function of both the
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ag_taHon and the temperatLJre of the liquid. Ullage pressure will remain near the
lower limit of a drop unt|l e_ther the I_quid temperature is raised suffic_ently to re-
tard further condensation of the total pressure of the entering gas _s reduced to a
value approxlmaHng that in the ullage region, One tesb after several unsuccessful
attempts to ovo_d pressure collapser was completed by careful manipulation of the
pressurant pressure regulator. This test requ;red approx|mately twice as much pres-
surant as its parallel in the good distributor configuration. Further tesHng _n the
poor distributor configuration would be of doubtful value since inlet velocity has al-
ready been shown to be the principal criterion of dlstHbutor design.
The extreme turbulence ex;sting in the ullage region as a result of the poor d;stHbu-
tar is clearly indicated by comparison of temperature gradients in Table 2. No sig_.
nlficant ullage region temperature gradients exist in Test 7 (poor distributor) indl-
cating that the tank wall has reached equilibrium with the gas. All other tests show
temperature gradients both axlally and radially in the ullage region, It is evident
from th_s that the poor d_stHbutor results in high rates of heat transfer from the ul-
lage gas to the tank wail and to the liquid.
Curvature of the upper tank wall probably works to the d_sadvantage of poor distri-
butor. Since only gross condensation can account for the observed propellani" col-
lapser it follows that considerable liquid turbulence must exist |n the region of the
liquld-vapor _nterface. This turbulence |s governed primarily by ullage region geom-
etryt including location of the |nleb and by the _nlet stream velocity. The present
tests with n_trogen ind|cate that velocity _s the more sign|ficant consideration.
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5.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The followlng conclusions are drawn on the basls of the analyses and experlments
reported here:
(1) High veloclty impingement of condensable pressuron_s on the liquid sur-
face must be avoided in order to prevent massive condensation and se-
vere collapse of ullage pressure.
(2)
(3)
(4)
(s)
A radially discharging pressurant inlet coaxially located on a flat or
slightly concave surface is characterized by a high rate of secondary
fluid entrainment accompanied by a rapidly decaying maximum velocity.
These characteristics are desirable in a pressurant distributor since they
tend to reduce the region of influence of forced convection thereby ap-
proaching the more nearly optimum situation in which free convection
dominates pressurant gas heat transfer.
The strength-to-weight ratio of R;gimesh; the woven, rolled, and sinter-
ed screen made by ti_e Pall Corporation; is substantially higher than that
of any other materlal consldered.
Multiple radlal distr;butors will have a lower total weight than a single
distributor of the same total active area and designed for the same inter-
nal pressure. However, additional plumbing requlred for multiple dis-
tributors could cancel much of the apparent savings in welght.
The effects of gas flow about the iiquld surface, especially when the
gas imp nges normal to the surface, should be investigated. Heat and
mass transfer across the liquid--vapor interface involves liquid stratifica-
tion as well as condltions in the g0s. Perhaps, thls complexity is the
55
reason for its avoidance. However_ with a better understandlng of the
phenomena |nvolved_ it may become feasible to use the end surface of
a radial distributor in such a manner as to reduce ti_e total system welght
by trading interface heat and mass transfer for sidewall heat transfer and
dlstributor total area. The criteria for the inlt|at|on of massive conden-
sation should be determ|ned so that the posslbility of encountering such
a cond_tlon can better be avoided.
-......-
!
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APPENDIX I
CALCULATION OF TURBULENT
FREE CONVECTION DATA USING
ECKERT AND JACKSON EQUATIONS
RECOMP iil PROGRAM NO. L-00072
o
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APPENDIX I l
I.I SUMMARY
b
[his program is designed to solve the turbulent boundary layer free convection equa-
tions as derlved by Eckert and Jackson (Reference I). The program is wrltten sp_cif-
icalv ,y for the Recomp ill computer. However_ since the program language is a form
of Fortran, no difficulty should be encountered in adopting this program to another
computer employlng a slmilar language. Figure I-1 is the program listing.
The program operates as follows:
(1) imax is read from the input tape and then imax sets of input data (x_
tw_ tb, rhot vu, cp_ beta_ cond)are read
(2) for each set of input data, the following quantities are calculated in
order until all sets of data have been used - gr, pr, htp_ ul, and h
(3) for each se_ of input data the following quantities are output under
the approprlc_te headings- x, twr tb_ gr_ htpt ul_ and h
(4) the program is terminated
A maximum of 20 sets of input data are permitted in a single run. When more data
are required multiple runs must be macla.
1.2 ANALYSIS
The equations of Eckert and Jackson (Reference 1) were chosen £or use because of
the good agreement of the calculated heat transfer coefficients wit'h experimental
data in the range of Groshof numbers from 1010 to 1012. This good correllation of
data suggests that these equations may be valid at higher Grashof numbers.
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The characteristic velocity is calculated from the follow|no equaHon:
vu gr 0"5 [1 + 0 0494 (pr) 2/3 _ -0.5ul= 1.185 rho. x " .'
where "
gr =
32.16 beta (tw-tb) x 3 rho 2
VU
3600 vu cp
pr = - con'd
The heat transfer coeff;cient is calculated from the following equation:
cond
h- • htp
X ,_
•where
htp= 0.0295" gr 0"4- pr7/!5U+0
!.3 INPUT
The input data are arranged in the following order:
imax
x tw tb rho vu cp beta cond (repeated _max Hines)
Each of these numbers except _max may be input as either a fixed point or a floating
po_nt number. The floating _int form, which permits both Mxed dec;real ('-123,4)
and exponential (-,1.234e2) numberst _s recommended. A maximum of i0 characters
7O
-n_--- .......
l
1
i
i
o
is permitted for each of these input quantities. The number of data points input,
imax, is a positive integer and must not contain a decimal.
Any of the input devices may be used at the discretion of the operator. However,
it is recommended that a tape be punched and input through the Faclt tape reader
when more than a few sets of data are to be handled.
1.4 OUTPUT
The output data include x, tw, and tb from the input data in addition to the desired
output of gr, htp, ul, and h. These input data serve to relate the output to the in-
put. However, since no provision is made to output all of the input data or for the
output of comments, the engineer must write on the output sheet any additional iden-
ti.qcation which he requires.
The e,utput sheet contains 7 columns each of imax entries. Each column bears the
appropriate heading to identify its contents. The columns are arranged in the order:
x, tw: tb, gr, htp, ul, and h.
m
Data quantities are output with 4 significant figures in the exponential format (0.2213e-
01 -- 0.02213).
1.5 SAMPLE CASE
The input and output data of a sample case having 16 sets of data is presented here
for reference.. The fluid employed in this case is oxygen. The input data shown in
Figure I-2 were used in this case but the format of the data was different. However,
the format shown is proper. Figure i-_3 is a reproduction of the actual output sheet.
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FIGURE I-2 INPUT DATA FOR SAMPLE CASE
COND
V
)
3. 150. E-06 .22
300.
I
450.
t
160. .645 4.36
190. .517 4.91
210. .488 5.23
230. .463 5.53
310. .382 6.66
410. .314 8.02
560. .248 9.89
310. .2£8 8.66
340. .275 9.02
I
370. .262 9.4
410. .248 9.86
460. .23t 10.41
500. .220 10. 9
560. .204 11.55
460. . 193 12.11
490. . 187 12.5
510. .183 12.7
560. .173 13.2
6.25
5.26
4.67
4.35
3.23
2.44
1.79
3.23
2.94
2.71
2.44
2.18
2.
1.79
2.18
2.04
1.96
1.79
E-03 4.43 E-03
4.9
5.23
5.52
6.71
8.14
10.38
8.51
9.37
9.8
10.38
11 .I
11.67
12.52
13.13
13.58
13.86
14.55
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0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
_ _ 0 _ _ 0 _ 0 _ _ _ b_ _ _ _ _ _ 0
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1.6 DESCRIPTION OF SYMBOLS
Symbol
- Description Units
x
tw
tb
rho
vu
cp
beta
cond
ul
h
,or
gr
htp
_max
Length of boundary layer run
Wall temperatur_
Bulk fluid temperature
Specific density of fluid
CoeFficient of viscosity
Specific heat
Coeff;cient of expansion
Thermal conducHv_ty
Characteristic velocity
Heat transfer coefficlent
Prandtl number
Grashof number
Nusselt number
Number of input data points
ft.
o R
o R
lbs/ft 3
lbs/ft-sec
Btu/lbs-°R
1
J
g;Ru/h r- ft -° R
f t/$ e C
Btu/hr-ft2-°R
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APPENDIX II
SCALING OF TANK
PI_F._S_SURI ZAT I O N DATA
RECOMP III PROGRAM NO. L-00090
J___m
o t
I
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IAPPENDIX 1t
1I.I SUMMARY
This program is designed to provide a means of correlatlng pressurant gas requirements
data for a range of conditions which include tank size and construction and mission
requlre, m_ntSo !t is intended to be used primarily to scale requirements of flight sys-
tems down to those of test systems and to extrapolate test results up to ,"light systems'
requirements.
The program operates as follows:
' (2)
(3)
R_ Dt and Cp are read from the inpuf tape.
Imax is read from the input tape and is foliowed by Imax sets of input
data (pl, Pu, Ti, Tu, h, Time, U, Tm, Rhom, Cpm).
For each set of input datat the following quantifies are computed and
output under the headings A_ C, E_ and F_ respectively:
(4)
The corresponding input data is output also.
The program is terminated.
A maxlmum of 25 sets of data are permitted in a single run.
, 11.2 ANALYSIS1
The equation used in this scaling analysis is developed elsewhere in th|s report. That
equation is:
W._.._g= 1 135(
piVt \ pi iSCp) h
.098
The form of the correllafing equations permits the use of this program for the compu-
Wsg Tw .
ration of p_ and _-- meetly by recompillng the program with the appropriateJg
constants and exponents in place of the ones shown above.
The program listing is presented in Figure I1-1.
11.3 INPUT
The input data are arranged in the following order:
R, D, Cp
Jmax
Pi, Pu, Ti, Tu, h, Time, U, Tin, Rhom, Cpm (repeated Imax times)
Each of these numbers with the exception of lmax may be input as a fixed point or a
float2ng point number. The floating Point format (mixed decimal or exponential) is
recommended. A maximum of 10 characters is permitted in each input quantity.
lmax is a Positive integer and must not contain a decimal.
11.4 OUTPUT
The output data include all input data, except Imax, in addition to the dimensionless
terms. Data quantities are output with four significant figures in the exponential
format. The output data are arranged as follows:
,°
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INPUT
R
XXXX
D
XXXX
h Time
NXXX XXXX
m
OUTPUT
A
XXXX
Cp Pi Pu Ti
xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx
U Tm Rhom Cpm
xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx
i • @ •
• • • •
C E F
' XXXX XXXX XXXX
Tu
xxxx
Since no provTsTon is made for the in;:ut/output of comments, the user must write on
the output sheet any additional identificaHon which he may requlre. -
II.5 SAMPLE CASE
The input and oulput of a sample case having two sets of data are reproduced in Fig-
ures II-2 and ii-3, respecHvely.
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II.6 DESCRIPTION OF SYMBOLS
Symbo I Description Units
U, u, %U
Vt
Ratio of actual quantity of gas to theft
required ifno heat or mass transfer
occurred
Dimensionless parameter
Constant pressure specific heat of gas.
Specific heat of tank wall
Diameter of tank
Dimensionl ess parameter
mmm_mu
Btu/lb -OF
Btu/lb-°F
ft
Dimensionless parameter
He.at transfer coefficient in ui,age region
Number of data sets input
Pressure of inlet gas
initial ullage pressure
Gas constant
Specific weTght of tank waXl
Specific weight of incoming gas
Specific weight of initial ullage gas
Temperature of incoming gas
Thickness of tank wall
Initial ullage gas temperature
Em_'y_ng time of tank
Ratlo of initial ullage volume to total
tank volume
Total tank vo!ume
Btu/hr-ft 2-°F
lbs/ft 2
ibs/ft 2
if/°F
lbs/ft 3
Ibs/ft 3
lbs/ft 3
o F
ft
o F
hr
imlll_.4111_llllllll
ft 3 .
APPENDIX ill
.
RADIAL DISTRIBUTOR WEIGHT DATA
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°APPENDIX III
!
_11.1 SUMMARY
This appendix presents the results of a parametric weight study of a radially dlscharglng
pressurantdlstributor, ine range of variables covered are asfoJlows:
(I) ____A-s,oect rG_-io (L/D) 0 to I0
(2) Ac': _ ' " '..v,_ sureace _sn,_i_) area from 0 to 2C0 sq. ft.
(3) Pressure (differentlal) from 0 to 100 PSI
(4) Temperature range-473 ° to +1577°F.
(5) Various head shapes:
(A) Hemispherical
(B) Dished
(C) Flat
(6) Var;ous shell (active area) materials:
(A) 60 X 60 X .071 screen
, (B) 12 X 64 R;g_mesh, Pal_ Corporation
(C) Perforated screen, 40 mesh
(D) Sintered si'ainless, Poll Cor_:o"atlon
=---
(I) Type "C" - 165 mlcronpc, re size
(2) Type "D"- 65 micron ,::ore size
The hemispherical head is shown to be lighter, for a given diameter end pressure dif-
ferential, than either the dished head or the unstayed flat head. The flat head is
cons.dercbly heavier than dlshed head. Non-hemispherical heads are considered
only because space ',im_totlons mlght, in some cases, dictate their use e,,en though
a hcmispherlca_ head would be lighter.
The 12 X 64 mesh Rigimesh screen of the Pall Corporation is shown to have a strength-
to-weight ratio 35 per cen," hi_her than the second best active surface material considered,
85
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Plain woven and perforated screens have substantially equal strength-to-weight ratios
which are almost an order of magnitude higher than that of the sintered powder mate-
rials.
III.2 MATERIAL SELECTION
111.2.1 Short Time Tensile Values - Values In Kips (See Figure Ill-1, Type 3]6SS(Annealed))
Temp. OF Armco Short "Design" A.S.M.E. Interpolation - See .
Time Tensile Code _ Note
1600 22 19.4 A
1500 27 6.0 23.8 A
1400 35 9.4 30.8 A
1300 46 16.0 40.5 , A
1200 • 56 27.2 49.5 A
1i 00 63 41.6 55.5 A
1000 71 56.0 62.6__ A
:::,:.._:.: : :
_oo 64.0 64.0 B
800 ......... 67._0_ 67.0 B
700 68.0 68.0 B
600 68.4 68.5 B
500 68.8 69.0 3
400 70.0 70.0 B
300 -- .71.,s 7_2._o
200 - 75.0 75.0 B
100 75.0 75.0 B
0 85 90 75.0 75.0 C
-40 104 86.6 C
-80 118 98.4 C
-320 185 155.0 C
-423 210 175.0 C
k__ " - ....... .... 4.,
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I(A)
(s)
(c)
I _. I •n,erpo:aiion is ratio of "Armco" Tensile/A.S.M.E. Tensile
-igures are A.S.M.E. standard.
, Iln,er,_ation is ratio of "Design" Tensile/A.S.M.E. Tensile.
i_i.3 HFADSELF.CTION
_ii.3.! Dished He.cd Stress Calculations
Varlcbies:
Diam_;'er 0-96" (Reference Figure 1;i-2)
Tempe.rature/Stress Vc!ue
Working Pressure-0 '-o 100 PSi
Find:
Assumptlons:
(2)
(S)
(')
(S)
s_e;_/ Tactor.
I00}_ ioint e,'ficienc 7 (one piece).
Ail calcula,_ions based on 1.D. dimensions.
Radius of dish = to diameter.
Knuckle radius mln. 6% diameter.
Formula Used:
J .._
•885 PL
St - .iP
Re.fercnce: A.S.M,. _. Code
t = "h_-.:kness
L = ,_adluso,=Dish
F. = E_ilciency (_00__
S = StressValue (See Figure _I1-1)
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111.3.2 Hemls'_h_ricc! head StressCalcu!a:ions
Variables:
D:ameter- C ,o 96"
Temperature/Stress Value
Working Prcssur,_- O to 10.,0?SI
Find:
(1 ; Thic_n_ss
(2) Weigh;-
Assum2tions:
(.) No s_F_.ty _ _";._c,or.
(2) ...., ,e.cc ro shell ]oint 85% ef;'ic]ency.
(3) A',i ccJculc_t_onsbased on I.D. dir_ensions.
Formu!a User;:
t _
PL
2S_. - .2? Reference: A.S.M.E. Code
t = .hlckness
? = Pressure
L = Red;us
S = S_'ressValue (See Figure 1t1-1)
- _::';cJency (85% as shell to head joint is part of this formula)
• .._ Flat Unstayed Hearts Stre_s Calculations
Vcr_ab!es:
Diamatar- O to 96" (Figure Iii--2)
Tcrnparcture/Strass Values
Workln s ?ressure-O to lO0 PSI
9t
!h
o
(,,,-
o
M
o
i i l '
_ _ I _ _- _-
I
t °-6
1 i "r. - _ o
t
____ _- __o
o__ o>.
_o_ _
...... i
.... __=_) _ _. ._o__, _
o o, f_>_ _
, _ o-,o • oO
0 >" °_ 0
"- , _0_- .
i ;-i 1
• i
!\oi ,
I
)\
' L
' I
J
i
t/5
r_
O-
0 0
!
, 1
I
!
i
i , i
I
) ! f i 1
)
i i
i
t
t
!
0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
I-
(
0
0
! iii__
I It__
iill_
A
0_
0
D_
°o
0 I--
0
0
0
01
z
_D
I
k_
©
v-, i
i" ; CA_ :
I
Assumst;ons:
t-,\ e
_.) No sc,-aty factor.
(2) All cc!cu!ations based on i.D.
(3) V/elghts will reflect the I.D. and will have to be modified according
to extra d_ameter which will be determined by shell thickness.
Formula Used:
t
d =
C =
, ,,; C;<n_.ss
i
S
\tcP/s Reference: A.S.M.E. Code
Dicmeter
A factor dependent upon head; shell attachment, dimensions - figured
at .5 (Reference A.S.M.E__.__.Code, Figure U6-34-1965)
?F_$sur_
S_ressValue (Figure III-1)
lil.4 SH.LL S---i._CT;ON (ACTW-: AREA)
tii.4, i Shell StressCa:cu!atlons
Base ,orob!¢m using sol:d 316 S.S.
B
mB
Varlcbi_.s:
Dicm_.tcr - 0 to 96" (Reference Figure ll':-2j
"" "_" ..... (,_eference
_m,_..:c,ure/S..._s Value F_gure 111-1)
Working Pressure - 0 to 100 PSI
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Assur.zs._ons:
(_) No safe:/,"actor.
(2) 18_% ]c,ini" efficiency.
k,_ ,-,.cc,,cu,cTionso_seo on I.D. c:n_enslons.
_O _'r',,,c/_ G : '
.t-
?R
S:£ - .62
= Thickness
;) ---- _r_$su f'et
2 = ::<cdi,_s
S = c.....Vc: '-" i"
":- ..... ; 00%
,. = _.'.T;:c_e.",Cy- ,
Re_erence: A.S.M.E. Code
-, ,; o_2 _- ,,If She!I M:_eric_: b_nrered S_'ainlessType 316
_e _¢Ci'eF, Ce.: Paii Tr'ni'_y CorFora_ion_ Corfl_,nd, Kentucky
,V,r. M,_r,_ir, G. Kurz, Manager
w," " - f l ,! ","
_V_F. ,\urz turn_.in_a _ne following fc.cts regardinc, f:'_e lype "C" cmd Type "D" Sintered....
S_'a;nJessS_c,_:s in o _elepLone conversaHon wi_'h Mr. J. Pro,_s_"of Lockheed Indus-
tr;ol Produc:s:
(;) The Pal! Coq_'_raf'ion achieves an cc_'uol bond be_'ween panicles due to
hig. sin_'erir,; _'_m_erotures (2400°).
(2) l,,,; Pc.:l Co:.,,_orQ:ion s_es thQt "' "-_'- ,near sintered s_'(:inless tensile streng_'h
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_ .... i_e equ_va-vc ::c_:-a: =.;:¢r_._.. " ,,_,,v,_ra,u:esisclmcs_ in d,r,_c'i-r_,-ioto "'
_.:'.: vc!uc', c, ,/O_ 316 " "_' " S+C:,+_[CS$ _" rs,ee,in iXe fu:.yannealed condition
• , j _ _0 _ _ isC
"_'_:.+'ile.s;.cna_n c_ 7a . ;s .Zv_3 ,_i for Type " and 9, 000 PSI for Type
(4) =:__:,,_Ivoid a.ec is 55% ;:or i"7o,, "C" on" 58% ,or Type "D"i w,, •
=
"_'ar,sile S.r,:n.Z:_hc_ 3_6 S.S. c," 75°_: = 75, 2,33 25_ (See Figure lII-6)
- • c.... :5o' "_'y,..,e"C" s_n,e,ec= 7,8,,u?S_
]'cnsl:,e. S.Fen_.:_ of Ty_a "D" slntered= 9,008 PSi
_ype "C" s.rc:':,3?h:c..o
"'x/_ '_ I'+ r'_ II ' • + +'' +"
yr, e s_-rcnc,n rc.lo =
"," _ II D II "'_ " ' I "+y,..,+ ,r,.c.<ness mu_._;t+er =
We._C,r.? Cc.'.cu: c_-ior.s:
Ty,:._ "C" weici_;" re:To 45%
_n. rct.o 500/0
= 9.3%
= i0.71 t:m_s
,2%
8.34 times
• ", c'. ,' - oi 6I..4.o .,.,,c,+ Mc:,ericl 60 X 63 X .011 Scree.n_ +yp_ _,
_c.ere...ce: Xays , W. M. & Lonc_on, A. L., Com;_c_ H,_:;" Exchangers; McGraw-
."-:_',i._._ox+_ Co., Ir,c._ Ne.w ".'ark, 1953
Y_.n_.:i+ c+....... '..
.O_'C.++_On_;;uc.;r.c., s;'rcn_s pc: inch = 60
+o:c. vcrt,cc,. +.,,```.,.`'+c.,.,....... '+' +" _ncn = 35
(,,,'w,,I
_.,_J X = _/_ .w;',?.,5:'i'7:'.C.5,_,T, :c,_ °" ' ' " ' for _e.s+,non direction to stress
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Thlc'.<nc:a, mu!_".;._Iicr _ 5.347
• OuO,,,>o.,90o_ sq. inc
• Io7_35 sq. inca
Assu:.:p:ion:
_il s.rc.nc,s" ' in dlre,c: tc,ns_c,n
Weight Cc_l ' "C O : C',';O;"_S:
.o:e. __on_' "nc.- . _'uc. 'strcnds/',nch
.'_.._. v_r CC_ StrG,qQS _NC,q
Totc" i_orlzontc! s,_rcnds/.nch
= 60 '" '
_,_,esrDirection)
= 36
= 55 (Lecs_ Direction)
Cross Scc:'ion:
(3es_"_.'re_s direc;ion) =
_.eGs_sire_,s di '" '
'>'60 " '
- s?_'cn(_$
2816 s.renas
• ._ ! . ")] ,Total w:re :¢n,_,",_cu_c inch = _.cO + 20!6 =
:'_r_ _'._''' • .--_L _"J _Wire cr_._= ._,v,,voc..,_2v,,_sq. inch
t;_v,as 4i 76 inches
.56160i3060 cubic inches
68 X 60 .,,, .011 scrc,m web,n, rc_-io 36 i%
4i76 " '
tii.'.4 S>,c!I ,'A_tar.cl 12 X 64 R,iL.;me_,h - 316 S.S.
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Tensile Strength:
Tensile strength o._ 316 S.S. at 75°F m 75,000 PSi {See Figure 111-6)
Tensile strength of 316 S.S. Riglmesh at 75°F - 31,400 PSi {See Bulletin)
Riglmesh strength ratio = 42%
Thickness multiplier " "2.42 times
Weight Calculations:
12 X 64 mesh .039 thick = L (Layers) X .75 Ibs.
Obtain weight of 1 sq. ft., I" thick
1.00 " .039 = 25.7 Layers
25.7 x .75 Ibs. = 19.29 Ibs.
Weight of 1 sq. ft. 1" solid 316 S.S. plate =
Weight of 1 sq. ft. 1" Riglmesht 316 S.S. =
Riglmesh weight ratio = 45.5%
(Page 4, Bulletin)
42.58 Ibs.
19.29 lbs.
IUkU__4.5Shell Material Perforat_
. ..o.
"'D-
Reference: Dimensions obtained from "Design News" Page 51, January 1951! •
Tensile Strength:
Effective tensile per linear inch
.013" = Tensile area
.012 Open area
.-_5 = Total pitch
1.00 " .025 _- 40 pitch/inch
.013"x 40 _ .520 inches or tensile
40 Mesh strength ratio " $2%
Thickness multiplier ,, 1.93 times
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Weight Calculations:
100% - 52% = 48% Open area each direction
•48 X .48 = 23% Open area
40 Mesh screen weight ratio = 77%
111.4.6 Shell Material Efficiency
Strength Ratio -
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
Using solid plate at 100%
,Solid 316 Stainless Steel
60 X 60 X .011 Screen, Type 316
12 X 64 Rigimesh, Type 316
Perforated Screen, 40 Mesh Type 316
Sintered Stainless, 316 Stainless Steel
Pall Type "C" (165 Micron) -.
Pall Type "D" (65 Micron) is
:_ 100%
18.7%
_" 42.0%
51.8%
9.3%
12.0%
w
=
iil.5 WEIGHT ANALYSIS
111.5.1 Weight Analysis, General
Allweights based on one sq. ft. of Type 316 Stainless Steel, 1/4" thick equals
! 0.646 Ibs.
Dished Heads:
All weights based on A.S.M.E. dished head wlth radlu_ of dish equal to dlam-', _
eter, knuckle radius equal to 6% of cllsh radius and straight flanges as follows:
Up to 42", 2" Wide flange
43 to 90', _n wide flange
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Over 90", 4" wide flange
Base Weight Reference: "Fogle's Tank and Pressure Vessel Book" for A.S.M.E.
Code, 1963- converted from publ!shedm!ldstee! weiohts _.stalnless steel
welghts. ".........
Hemispherical Heads:
All weights based on square footage as calculated by the formula:
_ D2_
-"E-
Fiat Heads:
" hAll welg ts based on square footage determined by inside diameter.
ance made for additional diameters required for shell to head joints.
allow-
Shell Materials:
See shell selection.
material.
B___of weight calculations covered under each individual
Weight Ratios for shell materials:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
Solid 316 Stainless
60 X 60 X .011 Screen
12 X 64 Riglmesh
Perforated Screen, 40 Mesh
Sintered Stainless
Pall Type "C"
P_II Type "D"
111.6 STRENGTH TO WEIGHT
100%
36.1%
45.5%
77.0%
i
45.0%
50.0%
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lil.6.1 Strength To Weight - General
Shell Size:
Aspect ratio L/D does not matter for weight selection. The only factor to con-
sider here is for minimum total welghb the aspect ratio should be as high as
possible as this will keep the head diameter to a m|n|mum.
i
Shell Material:
For the ultimate in weight saving, a material with as high a strength to weight
ratio as possible should be selected. The respective ratios are as follows:
(1) Solid Stainless, 316 100% (Base)
"(2) 60 X 60 X .011 Screen 68%
(3) 12 X 64 Rig|mesh 92%
(4) Perforated Screen, 40 Mesh 67%
(5) Sintered Stainless
Pall Grade "C" 21%
Pall Grade "D" 24%
Head Shape: _
Head shape is a large factor to welght for a given thickness or pressure.
Hemispherical - Lightest Weight
Dished - Intermediate Weight
Flat -, Heaviest Weight
Weight Examples:
Heavlest Design -Aspectratlo ,_ 1, Head shape =
L_ghtest Design - Aspect ratio m 10_ Head shape m
Flat.
Hemlspherlcal.
111,7 DIMENSIONS
o
I
111.7.1 Dimensions, General
Shell:
Determine aspect ratio (I./D) from Figure 1II-2.
pect ratio to obtain diameter.
H cads:
(1)
(2)
(3)
Divide overall length by as-
Hemispherical - Overall helghtls equal to I/2 the diameter plus the
thickness.
Dished - Refer to Figure i11-19, Please note that heads have straight
flanges as follows:
Up to and including 42" diameter = 2"
Up to and including 90" diameter -- 3"
Over 90" diameter " 4"
Flat- Overall height =to thickness.
• ' I
' I
i16
• . _.=.,
,,0
ii
! ......
i i
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0
",0
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